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Double-sided

Wakesurf livin'
UCF business student goes
from work to play, becomes
world champ-SEE NEWS,A2

Women's soccer makes NCAAs, but
volleyball lose~·on road-sEESPORTs,As
Living

Man

PASTOR CALLS
FOR MORE

shot in
neck in

SEX

.

)

ANorth Texas pastor is challenging his
congregation. The topic may make some
people uncomfortable. It's sex.
The pastor of Fellowship Church in
Grapevine is encouraging all the married
couples in the congregation to have sex
every day for a week. The pastor says it
will help married couples communicate
better, focus more attention on their
marriage~nd might identify some
problems

attack
Victim expected
to recover fully
JEFFREY RILEY
Online News Editor

LANDER SILENJi
MARS MISSION

OVER

Adust stonn and the onset of Martian
winter have brought the Phoenix Mars
lander's Mission to an endThe Phoenix
team knew when it selected alanding
site on Mars' a plain that the
spaceoaft would not survive awinter
there. But resealdlers picked itanyway
because satellite~ indicated
vast quantities offrozen water, most
likely in the form ofpermafrost. Mission
controllet5 last heardfrom the vehicle on
November 2.

Breaking
news on
your cell

COURTESY CHINAVINE

The ChinaVine project will continue
with UCF and Shandong University
officials renewing their partnership.

ene

ChinaVine project
continues:
"agreement extended.
between UCF and
Shandong University

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
"I

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

GET HELPFUL INFO
AT MEETING ABOUT
EXTERNSHIP PROGRAM

'>

Get information on the one-day or
weeklong Extemship Program offered
during the winter and spring breaks at
a meeting on Thursday from 4 p.m. to
5 p.m. in the Career Services Center in
the Ferrell Commons Room 185-C.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

'

APPROACHING COLD
FRONT COULD THWART
ENDEAVOUR LAUNCH
An approaching cold front could
thwart NASA's plans to launch space
shuttle Endeavour on Friday on a
flight to the international space
station.The front was moving across
the central part of the nation Tuesday
and could bring rain and thick clouds.

)

NATION & WORLD, A4

FRENCH GOVERNMENT
SAYS 10 TUGBOAT
HOSTAGES FREED
France's government says seven French
citizens and three Africans who were
taken hostage from a tugboat off the
coast of Cameroon last month have
been freed. France's president credited
Cameroon's president with helping.
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Staff Writer
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or more than two years, UCF students have been traveling across the
globe to China to document and preserve ancient folk art for future generations through the ChinaVme project; however, on Oct. 21 the trip was
reversed for Pan Lusheng,i president of the ChinaVme project's partner
school: Shandong University of Art Design.
"We want to further the friendship," said Kristin Congdon, a UCF film and philosophy professor who lead's UCF's branch of ChinaVme. "This project is about
visually communicating folk art and traditions.
·
President Pan, along with others from Shandong University's China Folk Art
Research Institute, visited UCF's main campus to sign a new agreement between
the universities. The agreement will continue their existing partnership in documenting through film and photography traditional Chinese folk art and village life
for English-speaking audiences.
"The first MOU (Memorandums of Understanding) talked about forming a relationship that would work on the ChinaVme Web site," Congdon said. "The MOU
that was signed on Oct. 22 deepened the relationship between our two universities.
It focused more specifically on the ChinaVme Web site that is now a reality."
The signing, which took place in the Office of the President at Millican Hall on
Oct. 22 from 2 p.m. to 2:30 p.m., was followed by a reception in the Burnett Honors
College from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
"It provided President Pan and members of the SUAD Folk Art Research Institute to come to UCF and meet administrators and members of the UCF ChinaVme
team who had not traveled to China," Congdon said. " It assured our Chinese partners that UCF was committed to the project."
PLEASE SEE

PROJECT'S ON A6

Credit card companies target students
SEBASTIAN CHURCH
Contributing Writer

The college life is not at all modest in
its financial burdens. Tuition. Books.
Rent. From these sharp expenses to the
everyday fiscal demands of nutrition
and personal hygiene, Joe Sixpack of
Collegetown, America, is in dire need of
f"mancial resources.
"Young students, when they start
college, do not have a lot of experience

managing money, and so the credit card
companies take advantage of their inexperience," said Sarah Byrnes, the campaign manager of Americans for Fairness in Lending.
According to the Boston College
graduate, credit card companies use a
predatory business model to lure consumers. College students happen to
constitute a large portion of this consumer base.
Credit card companies employ

r

UCF switches to green cleaners
STEPHANIE DE SOUSA
Staff Writer

Although UCFs budget has not seen too much green lately, Housekeeping Services has switched to greener products to maximize its resources and help the environment and employees.
UCF Housekeeping switched to Green Seal-certified products to clean campus
buildings about four years ago, said Brian H Wormwood, the interim associate director of the Physical Plant. He found that greener housekeeping practices helped to
create a healthier place for the environment, the housekeepers and the UCF community, but he also thinks UCF should set an example.
'We are in fact the sixth largest university," Wormwood said 'We should be taking the lead in this."
Now that housekeepers are finishing the old products, they are getting to use
Green Seal-certified products, like all-purpose cleaner Zep Verdiza and Zep Glass
Cleaner in restrooms, GOJO hand soap and flush away Bay West EcoSoft tissue

11
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"affinity marketing," a strategy that
makes the company seem affiliated
with particular schools and organizations. One way card issuers accomplish
this strategy is by printing a logo on
their customer's card, say UCF's Pegasus emblem, _thus attracting UCF students.
. AFFIL's main goal is "to establish fair
credit policies and practices." As a colPLEASE SEE

SENIORS ON A7

A man was shot once in the
neck at a local apartment complex Monday night and was
transported by helicopter to
the Orlando Regional Medical
Center, according to Monday's
Orange County Sheriff's
Office Daily Commanders
Report.
Jeff Angervil, 20, was
allegedly buying clothes from
three men in a black Dodge
Magnum or Charger, in the
parking lot of The Village at
Science Drive. Angervil was
leaning into the window of the
car when he was shot, Jim
Solomons, a supervisor with
OCSO media relations, said
At 10:34 p.m., an off-duty
deputy with OCSO who was
working at the apartment
complex responded to the
gunshot. The deputy noted
that Angervil was conscious
and alert, Solomons said
The- Commanders .Report
stated that the three suspects
were gone by the time the
OCSO responded to the scene.
The shooting was likely the
result ofan attempted robbery,
as Angervil told the respondPLEASESEE

VICTIM ON A7

Chicken

Soup
bookto
wrapup
Sunday last day
for submissions
CARMEN CARROQUINO
Contributing Writer

The UCF Alwnni Association is looking for final story
submissions for the first-ever
Chicken Soup for the UCF
Knight's Soul book.
Like other Chicken Soup
· titles, the book will feature 101
original stories. The stories
for this title will b e derived
from students, faculty, alwnni,
friends and fans, according to
the Alwnni Association press
release.
Continuing with the Chicken Soup book's theme of
touching stories that "open
the heart and rekindle the
spirit," UCF hopes to reach a
nationwide audience to showcase all the people that make
UCF what it is.
The deadline for story submissions is Sunday. According to Director of Alwnni Programs Darla Olive, story
submissions should range
from humorous to emotional,
inspiring to extraordinary and
all of the above.
Submissions
are
not
PLEASESEE BOOK ON
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AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF community

Get info on the Extemship Program
Get information on the oneday or weeklong Externship
Program offered during the
winter and spring breaks at a
meeting on Thursday from 4
p.m. to 5 p.m. in Ferrell Commons Room 185-C.
The event will help students
discover the benefits of shadowing professionals.
For more information, contact Career Services at 407-8232361
or
e-mail
career@mail.uc£edu.
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Vol 40, Issue 102 • 12 Pages
The Central Florida Future Is the Independent, studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central Florida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff
orthe Unive~ administration. All content is property of
theCentmlFlorida Future and may not be reprinted in pan
or in whole without pennission from the publisher.
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407-447-4558

Photography/art show at Union
On Thursday in the Pegasus
Ballroom at the Student Union
from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m., there will
be a fashion photography/art
contest.
All the entries will be displayed before the premier of
Sex and the City, and Christian
Siriano, the winner of Project
Runway, will be the guest
speaker.
For more information, contact Lauren Senninger at 407823-3294
or
e-mail
cabarts@mail.uc£edu.
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Editor-in-Chief
Padrick Brewer x213
editor@(entrolFloridaFuture.mm

News Editor
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Tara Young x213
News.CFF@gmailwm

Online News Editor
Jeffrey Riley x213

COURTESY ROBBIE GORDON

Online.CFT@gmailwm

Bri Chmel,a UCF senior in the business school's professional selling program, practices her wakesurf moves. Chmel, who began her career kiteboarding, is a 2-time world champion.

Opinions Editors
Nathan Christopher and
Jessica Saggio x213

'
•

Opinions.CFF@gmailwm

Sports Editor
Brian Murphy x215

Late Knights goes red on Friday
On Friday from 9 p.m. to
11:45 p.m., Late :((nights will roll
out the red carpet for ''.A Red
Carpet Affair" at the Recreation and Wellness Center's
leisure pool.
The events will include
massage therapists, wax hands
and henna tattoos, and there
will be a Guitar Hero tournament for the first 100 people
who register at 9 p.m.
There will be free food and
free -T-shirts as well.
For more information, contact Kacie Zavada at 407-8235107
or
e-mail
ucflk@mail.ucf.edu.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Approaching cold front could stall
NASA's plans for Endeavour launch
CAPE CANAVERAL - An
approaching cold front could
thwart NASA's plans to launch
space shuttle Endeavour on Friday on a flight to the international space station.
The front was moving across
the central part of the nation
Tuesday and was expected to
bring rain and thick clouds to
the launch site by week's end
Shuttle weather officer
Kathy Wmters said there was a
60 percent chance of acceptable
conditions at the 7:55 p.m. Friday liftoff time and only a 40
percent chance on Saturday.
Endeavour is loaded with
equipment to expand the living
quarters of the space station.
NASA hopes to double the size
of the crew, from three to six. by
next June.
During the 15-day mission,
Endeavour's seven astronauts
will deliver a new bathroom,
kitchenette, two bedrooms and
exercise machine, as well as a
water recycling system - and a
new resident for the space station.
A new astronaut will replace
one of the three space station
residents.
·
This will be NASA's first
shuttle launch since the end of
May.
NASA has a shuttle launch
window until Nov. 25.

Crist expected to announce scaled

back proposal for 'Glades restoration

•

---

MIAMI Florida Gov.
Charlie Crist is expected to
announce a scaled back proposal for the state to purchase land
for Everglades restoration.
Sources tell The Associated
Press that Tuesday's expected
announcem ent will lower the
price tag of a proposed $1.75 billion land deal between Florida
and U.S. Sugar.
Sources say the revisions to
the tentative deal for a territory
about the size of the city of
Chicago would mean the state
will not buy the company's
high-tech mill, railroad lines
and citrus processing plru;it.
However,_the overall acreage
the state plans to buy wouldn't
be greatly reduced
An announcem ent is expected at the historic home of Marjory Stoneman Douglass, one of
the state's most revered environmentalists.
PLEASE SEE
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Business student wakesurfs to the top

Photo Editor
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MEGAN ANDERSON

Staff Writers

Contributing Writer

One student now stands out
amongst the rest at UCF. Bri Chmel, a
senior in the Business School's professional selling program, is now a twotime World Wakesurfmg Champion.
Originally from Bellingham, Wash.,
Chmel came to UCF as a transfer student to pursue her degree in marketing
as well as her career as a world champion wakesurfer.
"I came here because of the yearround climate, and a lot of people
come here to wakeboard, and there are
so many lakes here," Chmel said. 'Mer
I came here, I only had two years left of
school, so I came in as a transfer student, and now I'm in business marketing and the UCF professional selling
program."
Chmel's story is seen as a dream
come true by most people. She began
as a kiteboarder, taking lessons with
~
COURTESY BRI CHMEL
, her parents when she was in high Bri Chmel practices watersurfing with a four-legged friend. Chmel is a 2-time world champion. Her friend is titleless.
school. Her accomplishments as a
wakesurfer stemmed from only one products and services.
the same program as Chmel and
year of training and determination ·
Nicole Howatt, an instructor of wakesurfer, said Chmel never misses a
which led her to win the world cham- marketing as well as an internship and beat.
pionship in 2007.
sales program faculty adviser at UCF,
"She keeps things organized, she
"I was really interested in kite- sees Chmel's successes in the class- competes when she can and has a toboarding and wakeskating, and in 2006 room.
do list that she checks off every day,"
I went to a photo shoot in California at
"Bri is a fantastic student who con- Ford said. "There is nothing that she
Boardstock where a wakeboarding sistently strives for the very best," forgets."
event was hosted with the world Howatt said. 'We have many corporate
Ford and Chmel met at Lake Conwakesurf"mg championship," Chmel partners involved in the program, and way and then reunited when they
said. "I watched all the guys and girls they are always so impressed by Bri's joined the professional selling proout there, and none of the girls were maturity, professionalism and accom- gram. Ford said that prior to the prothat great. So I said, 'I'm going to try plishments."
gram becoming increasingly difficult,
that.' I told my team manager that I was
Even though the students in this Chmel and she wakesurfed together at
going to win it next year, just wait and program are an elite group, Chmel still least once or twice a week.
see."
manages to stand out from the crowd
Ford said she admires Chmel's
Although it has not yet become as by juggling her ambitious academic determination and ability to inspire
popular as other water sports, career with her sports achievements.
others to push themselves to succeed.
wakesurf"mg is similar to the others.
''.All of the students in the program Ford said that Chmel was encouraging
Just like skiing and wakeboarding, it is are the cream of the crop, but what is when she taught her how to do a 360
performed behind a boat.
neat about Bri is her extracurricular on the wakeskate.
The rider stands up on the board sport accomplishments," Howatt said.
"She is a very supportive person
with the help of a rope attached to the "Being a world champion and also part and tells you that you cannot get back
boat. However, once the boat reaches of an exclusive academic program is in the boat until you try it again and get
10 mph, the wakesurfer throws the obviously impressive.''
it right," Ford said. "It's good to have
rope back into the boat and rides the
Although Howatt has only seen someone to push you a little more than
wave behind it.
Chmel in the classroom, the qualities you would normally push yoursel£"
Regardless of its popularity, Chmel that she brings to her work in school as
Not only do her friends believe that
is proud of her achievements within well as the knowledge ofher success in she is inspiring, they also believe
the sport, especially considering it only wakesurf'mg leads her to believe that Chmel takes wakesurfmg to the next
took her two years to reach the top.
Chmel has a bright future in marketing level and that she dominates by per"I'm the only girl who gets paid I'm and in life.
forming tricks that others can't.
the only girl who has gotten their own
"Bri has amazing listening skills,"
"Bri's best trick is the 'big shove
pro-mod_!;!l custom board. I'm the only Howatt said. "She is very humble and kick flip,' because she pretty much is
girl that has been advertised in maga- modest. She is going to be one of the the only one that can do it," Ford said.
zines, and just winning· world's two best success stories that UCF has seen "She is No. 1. She is the best. She's
times in a row," Chmel said. ''No one in terms of academia, · sports and great.''
After being crowned as the world
knew who I was the first year, and they career success. She will detmitely do
were really surprised and now with all her alma mater proud."
champion for two consecutive years,
the tricks I've learned, I'm so far ahead
With a demanding major and being Chmel still has a lot to look forward to
of everybody that it's nice to know that a world champion, Chmel somehow in her future.
"Once I graduate, I am moving to
you don't have to worry about the manages to keep a balance between the
Central California{and my dream is to
competition.''
two. However, she said that it is easy.
However, ·chmel's success is not
"I have always been able to ride as work for a company such as Zimmer
just limited to the water. Chmel is a much as every day, until this semester, Orthopedics as a sales representative,''
part of UCF's professional selling pro- since I have been in the UCF profes- Chmel said. "I am very excited to start
gram, an exclusive and competitive sional selling program," Chmel said. pursuing my options with these comacademic program.
"Because we are so busy, I have only panies in the next couple of months
while I am traveling back and forth to
It is one the few such programs in been able to ride on the weekends.''
the nation, and it offers students prepaEven Chmel's friends said she's got California to visit my boyfriend, who
ration and field time to learn to sell it together. Christina Ford, a student in lives there."
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TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: A20 percent chance of rain
with winds from the east-northeast
at 15 mph.
Tonight: Apartly cloudy night with a
20 percent chance of rain with eastnortheast winds at 11 mph.
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Friday
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rtation moving to carpool, UCF slow to join
PATRICIA WEIGEL

Tellushowyou

Contributing Writer

-
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Packed buses and elevated
gas prices are the prime conditions for a turn to new methods of getting to school but
UCF students, and Central
Florida as a whole, are slow to
join in.
Like other universities
throughout the state, UCF
Parking and Transportation
Services provide students with
a variety of transportation
options including shuttles,
transit, park-n-ride ~d carpooling. According to Chad
Binette, assistant director of
UCF news and information,
the shuttle had approximately
822,783 riders during Fall 2007.
While the shuttle service
remains a popular choice, a
carpooling program through
LYNX, which is featured on
Parking and Transportation's
Web site, is not getting much
attention. It does not pull in as
many participants as other carpooling programs in other
parts of the state do.
Matt Friedman, LYNX manager of media relations, said, "I
know we have 215 registered

•
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carpools that have 482 people
involved Right now we are up
52 carpools year to date."
Friedman's
numbers
include UCF students as well
as the Central Florida region.
Neither LYNX nor UCF Parking and Transportation monitor the number of students
who use the LYNX carpool
system.
One reason why students
may opt for the shuttle over
carpooling is accessibility.
According to the UCF Parking
and Transportation Web site,
the shuttle has nine regular
routes that pickup and drop off
students at 15 different off-campus apartment complexes.
University of South Florida
also has a shuttle program that
Sandi Moody, Bay Area Commuter Services executive
director, said the school "really
pushes." They have brought in
many more participants to
their carpool program than
Central Florida's organized
carpool with LYNX.
According to Moody, BACS

has pulled in 1,700 applications

for carpooling since January
2008.
"That is definitely more
than we had last year," Moody
said. '½nd at the time of the
report [in August] we had four
months left in the year."
Only 65 of the BACS's carpools are USF students, but
the number is greater than the
amount of Central Floridians
that have joined LYNX's carpool so far this year.
Moody said she thinks the
reason so few students use the
program is because ofthe independence their car can give
them.
''When I was that age, it was
a big thing to have a car and
once you did you didn't want
to let it go," Moody said
Recent gas price spikes
have changed the face of commuting not only in the UCF
area but also across the country.
.
CEO of worldwide carpooling service eRideShare.com
Steve Schoeffler has seen a
substantial increase in the
amount of applications to participate in his program.
"Traffic on eRideShare.com

went up almost four-fold
between February and July,"
Schoeffler said
Tiffany Q!tick, a 20-year-old
political science major at UCF,
said she carpools once a week
but not through an organization like LYNX.
"There isn't enough parking," Quick said She said the
environment does not factor in
when she considers the benefits of sharing a ride but saving
money on gas does.
While LYNX's carpooling
program is not pulling in many
students, UCF's Human
Resources.Department has initiated its own carpool service
for faculty and staff that has
already grown to 142 participants since it began in August
"Our carpooling program
has been a great success in its
first two months," Martha
Gedbaw, associate director of
human resources at UCF, said
'We listened to our employees'
concerns about rising gas
prices and the state of the
economy, and we are pleased
that the new service is helping
employees save money and
reducing the number of vehicles on the road"

CRYSTAL PAOLDEMIUO / CENTRALFLOR1DAFUTURE

Many are opting to carpool dueto higher gas prices. In fall 2008, UCF shuttles had about 822,783 riders.

Venture I ab helps teaching business
JUSTIN SANAK

'

save money:
www.UCFNews.com

UCF VENTURE LAB

Contributing Writer

Thanks in part to the advisers at the UCF Venture Lab, a
new businessman in St.
Petersburg has been able to
raise $600,000.
The company, Cartoons In
Teaching - or C-IT - is an
educational software company. It produces teaching tools
that utilize a scientifically validated form of memorization
involving cartoon imagery,
. Web books, music and computer games to convey the
material instead of a traditional paper boo}<: system. Their
technology is patent-pending.
C-IT has rather humble
roots. President Dr. James
Mauch described it as beginning with "two people in a
garage with a cool idea."
Mauch works as a dermatologist in St Petersburg, and
his business partner and exwife, Michelle Mauch, works
for Tampa Bay Women's Care.
Neither have ·any prior business experience. The two had
come up with an application
of a newly found memorization technique in education
but did not know how to
make that idea into a reality.
James Mauch said that the
company has been four years
in the works.
James Mauch got in contact with the Tampa Bay
Technology Forum, which
has been mentoring C-IT for
two years. TBTF describes
itself on its Web site as "a
group of people united to
make Tampa Bay a place
where technology-based business and innovation thrives."
The forum provides advising and mentoring to technology companies in the Tampa
Bay area.
C-IT applied for and
earne d a place in TBTF's
Emerging Companies Academy, a part of the forum which
concerns itself with upstart

The Venture lab is the place for
technology entrepreneurs to
transform innovative ideas and
intellectual property into business
plans with high growth potential.

CONTACT INFO
407-823-1442
University of Central Florida
12201 Research Parkway, Suite 201
Orlando, FL32816

companies. The forum's
chairman of the board,
George Gordon, was made
the company's personal mentor.
It was Gordon who introduced C-IT to Kirstie Chadwick, the director of the UCF
Venture Lab, 18 months ago.
Chadwick saw that C-IT was
just the kind of company the
Venture Lab looks for.
"C-IT was a case study of a
company that walked in with
nothing except a good idea,"
Chadwick said
The UCF Venture Lab,
Chadwick said, is a group of
coaches and seasoned technology executives that have
all run successful early-stage
companies. Between them,
the coaches at the lab have
started more than a dozen
companies. Because of this,
they are well-versed in raising
angel and venture capital
investments.
Established in 2004, the lab
assists startup companies that
meet its two main requirements: The company must be
technologically-based, and it
must be located in the Central
Florida area between the Sun
Coast and the Space Coast.
"We look for companies
with a product that can be
rapidly adopted and scaled so
that revenues can grow in a
short time span," Chadwick
said
Like TBTF, the Venture

Lab provides mentoring services to technology companies,
but unlike them, the Venture
Lab focuses its efforts on students, faculty and community
members who are starting
their own businesses.
The two advising agencies
collaborated and worked
together with the new company. C-IT took advantage of
everything the Venture Lab
had to offer. The lab started by
teaching them how to write a
business plan and structure
their company. It gave them
advice in identifying and
recruiting people to work for
C-IT. When the company was
ready, the lab helped C-IT do
market research and taught
them the ins and outs of equity financing.
'We had conflicting information from other advisers,"
James Mauch said, "and the
Venture Lab saved us around
$20,000 by telling us about the
first round of fundraising. It
kept us from spending where
we didn't need to spend it"
The Venture Lab provides
all of its services free of
charge. It is funded by UCF
and Orange County and also
receives money from the
Winter Park Angels, an
investment group some of its
members help run.
The Venture Lab also
worked with the founders on
their sales pitches. With the
help of the Venture Lab and
TBTF, C-IT was able to
secure its $600,000 from family and friends four months
ago. The Venture lab did not
do any of the work for the
company, but rather guided it
along the path of venture capital.
"With their advice, we
were able to define a clear
path, structure and stock participation model for our company," James Mauch said.
With the money, C-IT was
able to develop the first of its
courses, a grade school life

sciences course. Thanks in
part to the help from TBTF
and the Venture Lab, the
course is being tried out by its
first client, one of Florida's
major public school systems.
"Having a good product
and the institutional support
gave confidence to the school
system," James Mauch said
The initial test of the material is scheduled to conclude in
two weeks, though there will
still be a long-term study in
effect.
Chadwick said she enjoyed
working with C-IT and TBTF
to help the new company get
on its feet. "I've had nothing
but positive experiences working with them."
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Start a new career in nursing at Remington College of Nursing
- Orlando. We are offering an accelerated Bachelor of Science
in Nursing degree. This is a full-time, I 2-month program.

We are taking applications now for
our January 2009 inaugural class.
Our brand new campus is located in Lake Mary, Florida, just
20 minutes north of downtown Orlando, conveniently off o f
1-4. The college is affiliated with many recognized hea lt h
care providers in the Central Florida regio n t o offe r d iv erse
cl inical opp ortunities for our students, enhancing the ir
learning experiences.
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West Palm television helicopter
loses power, lands on 1-95

,-

BOYNTON BEACH
Live from Sky 12: deja vu.
A helicopter leased by
West Palm Beach television
station WPEC lost power and
landed on its belly during
rush hour Tuesday morning.
No one was seriously
injured, but for the traffic
_reporter it was his second helicopter crash.
Paul Cavanaugh, WPEC's
traffic reporter, was taken to a
nearby hospital with minor
injuries, as was the chopper's
pilot.
·
Cavanaugh called the station shortly after the wreck to
say he was fine and still had
his "10 fingers and 10 toes.''
The landing gear on the
chopper was damaged and
the tail of the chopper split in
half, but the main section of
the chopper was still intact
In 1988, Cavanaugh was
reporting in a chopper when
it lost a tail rotor blade and
spun out of control for more
than a mile before clipping a
palmetto tree and crashing in
a field He broke an ankle in
that crash.
Cavanaugh became the
area's first airborne traffic
reporter in 1984.

-

West Palm police investigatin~
fatal shooting of 3-year-old child
WEST PALM BEACH West Palm Beach Police
detectives are investigating
the fatal shooting of a 3-yearold child
The shooting happened
around 8:30 Monday evening.
Officials said the initial call
came into dispatchers as a
self-inflicted gunshot wound.
The child, whose name
has not been released, was
rushed to St. Mary's Medical
Center with a single gunshot
wound to the head where he
later died.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

IIlGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news ar
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~arvard reviewing sperdi~~
mresponse to economic cns1s

•
•

BOSTON
Despite
amassing an almost $37 billion endowment, Harvard
University is warning that the
economic slowdown has
reached America's richest
university.
President Drew Faust said
Monday the school is looking
at ways to cut spending and
will review compensation
costs, which account for nearly half of the budget.
Harvard also is reviewing
its ambitious expansion program,
including
plans
announced early last year to
expand across the Charles
River from its Cambridge
campus into Allston, she
said.
The university is considering the steps because the economic slowdown may reduce
federal grants and the
school's substantial endowment, Faust said
Harvard's
efforts
to
address the economic downturn mirror what is happening elsewhere in the country,
including other Ivy League
schools.
While wealthy schools can
fare better in a downturn,
they are also seen as vulnerable to prolonged market
slumps because they tend to
fund a greater portion of their
budget from their endowment.
In recent weeks, Dartmouth College, Brown University and Cornell University have announced spending
cuts, hiring freezes or halts on
construction projects.
"Virtually every college
and university, their budgets
are under strain, stress, for a
variety of reasons," said
Matthew Hamill, a vice president of the National Association of College and University
Business Officers.
Harvard still intends to
implement initiatives to make
education affordable to students from low- and middleincome families.
Graduate and professional
schools will keep financial aid
budgets at current levels.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Former Taiwanese President Chen Shui-bian is led away from the prosecutor's office in
Taipei, Taiwan, on Tuesday. Prosecutors are looking to detain him on corruption charges.

France government says 10
hostages freed from last month

Russian complex says president
looking to extend term

PARIS - France's government says seven French citi-·
zens and three Africans who
were taken hostage from a
tugboat off the coast of
Cameroon late last month
have been freed.
President
Nicolas
Sarkozy's office says that he
has expressed his "relief' at
the release of the oil workers
and credited help from
Cameroon's president, Paul
Biya
Foreign Minister Bernard
Kouchner's office says that
the ''happy ending" involved
help from the Nigerian government. The 10 hostages
included two Cameroon citizens and one Tunisian.
A Cameroon militia group
took the oil workers hostage
on Oct. 31 offthe West African
nation's coast, and threatened
to kill the captives if demands
for autonomy talks with the
government were not met.

MOSCOW -The Kremlin says President Dmitry
Medvedev has submitted a
draft bill that would extend
the term of Russia's president from four to six years.
Medvedev said in his
state of the nation address
last week that he would seek
constitutional change that
would extend the president's term by two years.
Constitutional experts say
the proposed changes would
only apply to future presidents.
A six-year term could
mean 12 more years as president for former president
Vladimir Putin - the current prime minister - who
has not ruled out getting his
old job back.

Former Tainanese president
taken to hospital Tuesday
TAIPEI, Taiwan - Former Taiwanese President
Chen Shui-bian was taken to
a Taipei hospital Tuesday, a
lawmaker said, prompting
the suspension of a court
proceeding to determine
whether he should be formally detained on corruption charges.
The development ended
a day that began with Chen
facing more than five hours
of grilling from prosecutors
investigating allegations of
money laundering during his
administration.
In early afternoon, he was
driven in handcuffs from the
prosecutors' office in downtown Taipei to the nearby
court building.
As he was led away from
the prosecutors' office, Chen
shouted, "This is a political
persecution" and "Cheers for
Taiwan."
Lai Ching-te of the Democratic Progressive Party said
the judge ordered Chen, 57,
to be evaluated at a hospital
for a possible injury he suffered en route to the court
building. Chen was in court
when the ruling was issued
There was no additional
information on the circumstances of the injury.
Chen, whose anti-China,
pro-independence activism
was the hallmark of his
recently concluded administration, said Monday he
believed his detention was
imminent. He said his successor, Ma Ymg-jeou, was
trying to placate China following violent protests last
week against a visiting Chinese envoy.

Egypt's chief archaeologist says
anaent pyramind founcl
SAQQARA, Egypt Egypt's chief archaeologist
has announced the discovery of a 4,300-year-old pyramid in Saqqara, the sprawling necropolis and burial
site of the rulers of ancient
Memphis.
The pyramid is said to
belong to Queen Sesheshet,
the mother of King Teti who
was the founder of the 6th
Dynasty of Egypt's Old
Kingdom.
Egypt's antiquities chief
Zahl Hawass made the
announcement Tuesday at
the site in Saqqara, about 12
miles south of Cairo.
Hawass' team has been
excavating the site for two
years. He says the discovery
was only made two months
ago when it became clear
that the 16--foot-tall structure
uncovered from the sand
was a pyramid.
Hawass says the new
pyramid is the 118th discovered so far in Egypt.

•

Islamic militia takes two towns
in Somalia on Tuesday
MOGADISHU, Somalia
- An Islamic militia that the
U.S. considers a terrorist
organization took over two
strategic towns in Somalia on
Tuesday, the latest territory
grab by a strengthening
insurgency, officials said
The militia, al-Shabab,
seized El Dheer in central
Somalia and Qoryoley in the
south as part of a burgeoning
campaign to take territory
nominally held by the weak
U.N.-backed government and
its Ethiopian allies. The new
seizures give the group a
strategic base in central
Somalia, where it controls
Kismayo, the third-largest
city.
Al-Shabab, which means
"the youth," is the military
wing of Union of Islamic
Courts, an Islamic party that
ruled much of the country in
the second half of 2006 and
aims to impose Islamic sharia
law in Somalia. It launches
daily attacks on Somali government forces and their
Ethiopian allies.
The U.S. said many of its
leaders are linked to al--Qaida.
Al-Shabab fighters took
over El-Dheer, a crossroads
linking southern, central and
northern Somalia on Tuesday, according to Sheik Ali
Dhere,
the
group's
spokesman. The town is 210
miles north of the capital of
Mogadishu.
"The town seems to be
under the full control of alShabab," local human rights
worker Mohamed Gule
Hassan told The Associated
Press. ''.After 24 hours of
tension and fear in the
town, which forced hundreds of people to flee from
their homes, the fighting
ended.''
In a separate attack. nearly
1,000 insurgents seized Q9ryoley in southern Somalia
from militias loyal to Somalia's crumbling government.
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Puerto Rice air traffic controllers
say they have formed union
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
- An air traffic controllers
group says it has become the
first union to represent
workers at the Guantanamo
Bay Navy base in Cuba.
The Professional Air
Traffic Controllers Organization says it will represent
eight employees who direct
flights at the isolated
Caribbean outpost.
Ron Taylor is president of
the Stuart, Florida-based
group. He said Tuesday the
vote at Guantanamo also
marks its first organizing
campaign victory outside
the United States.
The Guantanamo workers are employed by Midwest Air Traffic Control Service of Overland Park,
Kansas.
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UCF's College of Engineering ranked in top 10
.,

'

CARMEN CARROQUINO

graduate engineering schools
is the Georgia Institute of
Technology, followed closely
UCF's College of Engi- by Purdue University College
neering and Computer Sci- of Engine~ring.
ence has been ranked among
For the fourth consecutive
the top 10 graduate engineer- year, UCF has received recoging schools for Hispanic stu- nition among other engineerdents by Hispanic Business . ing universities within the
magazine.
magazine and for 2008, ranks
Hispanic Business maga- atNo;l0.
zine, the . self-proclaimed
Eduardo Diva, a UCF
authority on the U.S. Hispan- assistant professor for the
ic market, delivers news with department of engineering
topics ranging from politics technology and faculty advito the economy.
sor for the Society of HispanHispanTelligence,
the ic Professional Engineers is,
research sector of Hispanic "Delighted and proud to see
Business
Inc.,
annually the continuous recognition."
reports its top university
·~ both an alumnus and a
findings for Hispanics in the faculty .member at this instifields of medicine, business, tution, I have been part and
law and engineering. ·
witness to the encourageTopping this year's list of ment and support that the
Contributing Writer

College provides to its cur- reach programs, diversifying
rent and prospective Hispan- the college is made better.
"Diversity is important to
ic students through in~titutional and outreach programs our college not only because
targeted not only to their the Engineering and Computrecruitment and retention, er Science fields are global in
but more importantly, to their scope, but more importantly
because it promotes creativi- ·
success," Divo said.
With a total enrollment of ty and innovation, the two
298 in UCF's College of Engi- key ingredients in our profes- ·
neering, 37 are Hispanic, sion," Diva said.
· With high hopes, Diva .
according to data collected
from hispanicbusiness.com. believes UCF's recognition in
Furthermore, the Web site the magazine will translate
reported a total of 168 post- into UCF being the best engigraduate_degrees from UCF's neering school for not only
College of Engineering, with Hispanic students, but also
25 belonging to Hispanic stu- for everyone.
dents.
Lizette Castro, a recent
Diva believes that diversi- graduate and former club
ty is at the central core of the adviser for the Society of HisCollege of Engineering and panic Professional Engineers,
Co'mputer Science's ·values, _ agrees with Divo that outand that with the help of out- ·reach programs are impor-

..

tant · in setting UCF apart
from other universities that
.are ranked.
Castro said SHPE provides great opportunities in
preparing not only Hispanic
engineers, but engineering
students in general.
SHPE works to mentor,
tutor and provide career
resources through workshops, job/internship conferences and competitions for
its members.
Castro said it is great for
UCF to receive such recognition. Furthermore, that diversity has contributed to UCF's
prestigious . accomplishments.
"[DiversityJ is very important," Castro said. "It's not
only about race, but about the
ideas."
According to the College
of Engineering and Computer Science Office of Diversity
Web site, the departn:ient was
"created with the purpose of
recruiting and retaining
minorities, women and under
represented groups into the
. fields of engineering and
computer science at under.:
graduate and graduate levels."
The CECS Office of Diversity sponsors organizations
such. as SHPE, the National
Society of Black Engineers
and the Society of Women
Engineers.
"We believe that the
unique contributions of ideas

and talent s from a diverse
student body will strengthen
the education pillars of CECS
and benefit our institution
and community," the CECS
office of Diversity Web site
stated.
Hispanic Business magazine ranked UCF at No. 10
because of its close proximity
to the fifth largest research
park in the nation as well as
the metro Orlando area,
where students have access
to high-tech companies such
as-Lockheed Martin, NASA's
Kennedy Space Center, the
Harris Corporation and
Siemens.
The
Central
Florida
Research Park, adjacent to
UCF's main campus, consists
of more than 1,000 acres of
land dedicated to housing the
partnership between UCF
and numerous industries.
This academic and industrial community creates a
symbiotic relationship where
sponsored research is developed, while ai~ing in the
learning process of students
who use the 'facility.
According to the Hispanic
Business Web site, "Supportive faculty, real-world application and powerhouse
indust ry connections - as
w ell . as a diverse environment, culture and the perfect
location -make UCF's College of Engineering and
Computer Science the ideal
place to study.'.'

..,
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COURTESY THETA ALPHA

The women ofTheta Alpha pose for a photo. Theta Alpha is a national organization and has chapters at three other Rorida schools.The UCF chapter is still worldng to become an official sorority.

Ne~ sorority pledges faith in Christ
TABITHA ROGERS
Contributing Writer

•

.

.,
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A group offemale UCF students are making sure they
become a part of Greek history. Theta Alpha is a national
sorority for Christian women
that started in 2006 at the University ofFlorida Now; a chapter has come to UCF, making it
the fourth chapter overall,
with establishments also at
Florida State University and
University of North Florida
However, the chapter at
UCF is currently not 'recognized by the Office of Student
Involvement or the Greek
Council on campus. Some of
the main requirements for
becoming an organization are
"developing a constitution,
having at least 12 members,
·and having a UCF faculty
adviser," according to Brandi
Barber, a graduate assistant
with the Office of Student
Involvement. These, requirements can also be found on the
Office of Student Involvement
Web site.
Theta Alpha at UCF fell
short this semester of meeting
some of those requirements to
be recognized as an official
registered .organization. They
only had 10 members and had
trouble finding a UCF faculty
adviser for their sorority.
But being an unofficial
organization did riot stop them

from pursuing their goal. They tian bubble. ·
· ond,'' Scott said 'We want our
held rush for prospective
"I thought it was going to be
community to know who we
members in the third week of a group of girls who would
are and who Christ is."
September and 30 girls came hang out with each other and
Scott went on to express
out on the first-night.
call theirseives Christians,"
that their main focus is on
''I was only expecting 10 to said Beinkampen.
Christ and it does not put them
15 girls,'! said Amy Scott, presiBut she decided to join after
above any ofthe other councils.
· dent of Theta Alpha
Amy Scott explained the
They are just a Christian-based
sorority and their focus is a litGirls found the sorority by VISion to her while coming
misspelling other sorority back from a Christmas confer- tle different.
names on the Internet or ence in January.
The motto of Theta Alpha
''It hit home, it's not a Christhrough word-of-mouth. By
and what they live by is '½.s one,
for One:• The meaning behind
the end of the week, 21 new tian bubble," Beinkampen said
members were added to the 'We each have our own stories this is that they must be united
sisterhood
and weaknesses and we all are
to reach others.
'We do this for Christ, and
Jill As~en, a freshman at here for the same purpose:'
UCF and a new member of
Beinkampen is now in her
not for ourselves," Scott said
The group is also trying to .
Theta Alpha, pledged the junior year and ·she is the
Christian sorority because she ext~mal vice president of establish a Christian Greek
council with a couple of other
wanted to find a group of girls ThetaAlpha
· who ·s hared the same values
· Though they are excited
organizations on campus.
she held
about having the option of
"College is so confusing at being recognized next semesfirst and .it has made every- ter, they don't want to see the
thing so much better," Askren organization grow too fast.
said ''This is a place where I
"fd rather have the organifeel comfortable and close to zation
grow
stronger,"
·people who share the same 'Beinkampen . said. "I want
beliefs."
them to be more developed as
Laura Beinkampen was a woman of God"
involved in another sorority
They don't want to lose
before making the commit- purpose of why they got startment to Theta Alpha She said ed, but they don't want the
there was nothing wrong with girls to become secluded to the
her former sorority, she just sorority.
According
to
wanted to embrace her faith, Beinkampen, they are just a
and in order to do so she had to group of typical college girls
exit the certain environment who are trying to find truth
she was in.
.
and their calling in life.
At first, however, she was
"We are not a traditional
skeptical about joining. She sorority because we are a minthought it may be just a Chris- istry first and a sorority sec-
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Dinosaurs revived on stage
MELISSA CHADBOURNE
Staff Writer

FROM

·PERFORMANCE DATES AND TIMES
Today at 7 p.m.
Thursday at 7 p.m.
Friday at 7 p.m.

Dinosaurs walk the world
·again in a live-action performance starting Wednesday at the
Amway Arena in downtown
was shown in the U.S. in 2000,
Orlando.
''Walking with Dinosaurs: the show takes its audience
· The Live Experience" is a $20 through the lives of 15 dinosaurs
million production that began ·that represent 10 specie"s
showing in Australia in 2007. throughout the 200 million years
Based on the 1999 BBC TV series of dinosaurs walking the Earth.
''We take the audience on a
Walking with Dinosaurs, which

Ar-e you interested in an exciting career'?

••••••••••
Ar-e you a current college
. Freshman or Sophomore'?

••••••••••
Do you know what you want
, to do after graduation'?

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships,

Incentives· Up to $15,000 tuition per ye~r
include: • $900 in te':'tbooks reimbursement
,

.

_Project's first exhibit to open

• Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Fo~eign Language Majors.
For more information,
·please call:
(407)
823-124
7 or'
.
.
visit airforce.ucf.edu

Saturday at 11 a.m.,3 p.m.and 7 p.m.
Sunday at 1 p.m.and5 p.m.

journey back in ,time,"
director Scott Faris said in a
release, "and show 'them
how the dinosaurs might
have actually looked in their
prime - huge, sometimes
frightening,
sometimes
comical monsters - that
fought for survival every
day of their lives." ·
The show is not a movie
or exhibit but an actual theatrical performance, with
each of the dinosaur suits
made to scale with life-like
movements and sounds.
The
dinosaurs move
through drivers and puppeteers, with larger. ones
like the Stegosaurus and
Tyrannosaurus rex needing
one driver and two
''Voodoo Puppeteers," the
nickname for suit operators. The largest suit, the
adult Brachiosaurus, is 36
feet tall and 56 feet in length.
. , Smaller dinosaurs like the
baby T. rex and Utahraptors
are suit dinosaurs and have
an internal operator.
Video footage of• the
dinosaurs' creation is avail.· able on the show's Web site,
www.dinosaurlive.com, and
on YotiTube, showing the
· detail and complexity of the
suits and the work put into
them..It also demonstrates
the way they are driven and
controlled by their pilots.
Associate
Company
Manager. Mundi Ross· said
the dinosaurs thrill audi. ences of all ages. Ross has
been with the show since·it
came to the U.S. and said it
has been a huge success.
The show drew in 300,000
people in Australia and 1:5
million people so far on its
U.S; tour.
The prodt;iction ,will be
in, the Amway Arena from
today until Sunday, before
continuing on to Sunrise
and Jacksonville.

Al

Student members of the
ChinaVine team, such as
humanities major Megan
Peck, were also fully involved
i.n the visit, planning the
meals and entertainment and
attending the signing and
reception. Seven students
even took the five guests
dancing at Universal CityWallc.

CHINAVINE Ml~SION
· ChinaVine is a collaboration between the Cultural Heritage Alliance (CHA) at
the University of Central Florida (UCF) and the Center for Community Arts and
Cultural Policy (CCACP) at the University of Oregon (UO). At this time the
principle collaborator in China is the Folk Art Institute (FA!) at Shandong
University of Art and Design (SUAD) in Jinan.
ChinaVine's mission is to educate English speaking children, youth, and adults
about the material and intangible culture ofChina:This first effort focuses on
Shandong Province.

.

With two Memorandums Beijing Normal University,
of Understanding existing can be seen on their Web site
between the universities, Pan chinavine.org or by visiting
and his delegation discussed their first photo exhibit.
"The exhibition will
moving toward a more formalized exchange program accomplish several goals,"
where UCF students would Congdon said. " The four·stucontinue to travel to China to dents whose work will be disdocument folk art, and where .played will have a chance to
Shandong students would show off their talent, as they
come to UCF for film and are exceptional photograpther classes in the College of phers. It also will give others
a chance to see how they
Arts and Humanities.
The product of their col- framed their experiences in
laborative effort, combined China, and it will help give
with those of fellow partners 'ChinaVme more visibility.
The Burnett Honors ColUniversity of Oregon and

lege will host UCF ChinaVine's first photo exhibit
beginning Nov. 17 to coincide
with the university's International Education Wee}c. The
~xhibit. will display the photographic works of four student's: . fan Hernand, Blair
Remington, Tomas Valladares ·and Sharon Weaver.
The exhibit will leave the
Honors College on Jan. 5 and
travel to the University of
Oregon, where it will .pe on
display from Jan. 25 to Mar.15,
before being placed in an
Orange County library. .

"

COURTESY CHINAVINE

From left to right in the back, UCF students Mike Diaz, Erika Rydell, and Sarah Long, film in China as part of the ChinaVine project in
March. Officials involved in the project at UCF and Shangdong University recently renewed their partners~ip to continue film and art.
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Book-sales benefit :f undraiser Victim not U CF student
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individuals in the UCF family.
Once the deadline has'
required to be about or take pa,ssed, 101 stories will be
place at UCF, but must come chosen from all submissions
from anyone and everyone in by the publisher.
·
the UCF community, Olive
Olive said that, although
said
·
th~ publication date is yet to
According to the Alumni be determined, once pubAssociation press release, art- lished the book's proceeds
work, journal entries, poems will go toward a fundraiser
and any written medium are for the Alumni Association.
welcomed. The Alumni The fundraiser will disburse
Association also has writers funds to support scholaravailable for people who ships, programming and
need help with their stories.
future publications.
With more than 300 stoOlive said she believes the
ries obtained so far, the UCF publication of a UCF-specific
Alumni Association is look- Chicken Soup book will build
ing for a diverse group of sto- . excitement for fans, will be a
ries from a diverse group of great way for alumni to

remember UCF as their alma
mater and will further UCF's
reputation by being nationally recognized
-Chicken Soup books have
made The New York Times',
The Washington Post's and
USA Today's best-seller lists.
. With the popularity of
· Chicken Soup books across
the country, UCF will be the.
first entry in the series to
focus on a specific university.
"It is neat to be the first,"
Olive said.
Students can learn more at
www.ucfalumnicom/chick·
ensoup. For general question
apd story assistanct, e-mail
knights@ucf.alumni..com.
.
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paper.
UCF Housekeeping cleans
academic and residential
buildings at the Rosen College
and on t:1,le main campus,
except for buildings .north of
Gemini Boulevard
With the construction of
the Physical Science·building
underway, Housekeeping Services wanted to help meet the
Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design' standards. Wormwood found it
easier to change housekeeping products in all buildings. .
--'Tm a firm believer that we
do things before we have to;'
Wormwooa said. When that
time comes, he said, 'We don't
have to change too much, .
because we're already there."
, But the grass was not initially greener on the other
side. When he first began his
search for greener products,
.W ormwood saiµ many manufacturers did not carry Green
Seal-certified products.
According to the. Green
Seal Web site, the independent, . nonprofit organization
certifies products ranging·
from industrial and institutional cleaners to newsprint
and food-service- packaging.
However, the manufacturer
must pay for the process.
To earn the certification,
industrial and institutional
cleaners must pass the GS-37
standards. Recently revised to _
emphasize yµ]nerable popula- _
tions in institutional settings
like _schools, the standard
establishes environmental
requirements for ·products
intended for routine cleaning
of offices, _institutions, warehouses and industrial facilities, according to a Green Seal
press release.
.
These products cannot
harm skins or eyes or be toxic
to the environment. The container must also~ recyclable,
refillable of contain at least 25
percent post-consumer material
.
The Web site stated, ''We

take a life-cycle approach, environment to oxygen and
evaluating a product from its wate~ and is -not,expected to
raw materials through the cause adverse effects to
manufacturing proc;ess and humans qr the environment
ending with recycling or dis- when users follow label direcposal"
tions."
It also stated that the seal
But any c_o ncentrated
means more than passing the chemical can be harmful. if
tests. The_process can take· housekeepers do not dilute
three months and-includes an them properly. Ifthe cleaner is
inspection of the manufactur- too concentrated, a serious
er's facility., ·
reaction can occur if the user
Housekeeping switched to comes into contact with it. If
~ome products with hydrogen too little is used, it may ·not
peroxide as the·active ingredi- ~perform well.
ent rather than bleach. to be
Wormwood said houseas effective and better for keepers occasionally used
staff's health.
·_their own systems of measHousehold bleach. or sodi- urement, eyeballing how
um hypochlbrite, can be a much water and chemical to
good disinfectant when used mix together. Sometimes they
as-instructed, but for institu- · would judge what the right
tional housekeepers .,, w4o mixture was by the color of!
clean in close_d spaces for the solution.
hours each day, the potent
He also described the infasmell can get to them. ·
. mous "glug" method, based
"Tb,e smell was too strong;' . on the noise made when the
said Juan Velez, a second shift liquid is poured out. "Three
housekeeper. He never liked glugs would be, 'glug, glug;
bleach and said he does not glug; "'W ormwood said
miss it since management
Now; Housekeeping has a
stopped buyip.g it.
dispenser sy~tellJ. that mixes
"It was a hard habit to the proper amount of water
break," said William Bowen, and concentrated chemical so
the supervisor of housekeep- that housekeepers do not useing. Sometimes he would have more or less than needed
to stop housekeepers who had
The dispenser allows UCF
used bleach for years from to buy cleaning solutions in
carrying around bleach con- concentrated amounts, so
tainers to use while cleaning.
UCF can mix the solutions
"If they breathe it in, it with its own water instead of
might do damage in the long the manufacturer's water.
run," said Idella Pauldo, super- Housekeepers must reuse
'intendent of Housekeeping their squirt bottles as well,
and Recycling Services.
reducing waste.
According to the Chlorine
''With all the budget cuts,
Institute Inc., the .hazards of we need to be smarter in how
working with bleach increase we do things," Wormw~od
.
if the chemical is mixed with said
another chemical. like ammoHe said his department is
nia because it can release nox- still short about 20 employees,
ious gases.
and with the hiring freeze,
Hydrogen peroxide, the · there is no telling when they
active
ingredient
in will see relief.
H2Orange2, according to its
Housekeeping Services
Material Safety Data Sheet, has not conducted an assesscan be a safer _alternative.
ment of the cost difference
The Environmental Pro- from using previous products
tection Agency stated. that and methods, but the staff is
hydrogen peroxide can be . pleased with the changes.
"It's the right thing to do,''
used as a disinfectant and
"breaks down rapidly in the Pauldo said

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

•
•

1.-~--"'--------~ - - - -- -----" -

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacmre·injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com
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ing deputy that the· men in
the vehicle made a demand for
his wallet and money,
Solomons said.
"There is nothing to show
otherwise," Solomons said
Grant Hesto:p, assistant vice
president of UCF News and
Information. verified in an email that Ang~rvil is not a student at UCF.
A representative from
American Campus Communi:ties, the company that man:
ages The Village at Science
Drive, verified that ·Angervil
was not a resident and said the
comple~ is taking measures to
. inform resi(Jents of the situation.
"It wa:s a non-resident," said
Gina cC:,wart, a spokeswoman
for the company. 'We notifi~

l

in

.

RAMIROTLEWla/CENTRALFLORJOAFUTURE

Jeff AngeMl, not a UCF student, was shot the neck Monday night at Village at Science'Drive.

our residents immediat~y help resolve the issue as well."
upon hearing about the inciThe apartment complex is
dent by posting fliers en their about 1 1/2 miles from UCF's
doors, and we also sent out e- main campus.
mails through 01.ll' distribution
According to the Cornmanlist. We are cqoperating fully . dets· Report, Angervil is
with the police investigation to expected to fully ,recover.

-·

Seniors graduate With $4K debt
FROM

Al

lective of several different
nonprofit groups, AFFIL
works with numerous partners and.allies to push legislati~n through Congress.
So far, the House of Repre. -sentatives has passed a bill
with basic prot~ctions called
"Credit Card Holders' Bill of
Rights."
µi the Senate, Bank Com-mittee Chairman Christopher
Dodd has generated, support
for his provision "The Credit
Card Accountability, Respon-,
sibility and ;Disclosure Act,"
known as CARD Act. Both of
these legislations are on the
contemporary battlefront for
protections against the seemingly unjust actions of credit
card companies.
"We do see legislation as a
short-term fix,'' Byrnes said.
But as for long-term solutions
she said that college affordability
needs
serious
improvement to keep students from having to take out
· . pdvate loans and cards t9 pay
bijls. Statistics from the AFFIL

·Web site indicate that credit ·es are hidden in the "fine
card companic:;s _s olicit col- print.i•
lege s~udents "several times a
AFFIL operates under-its
week on campus through fly-. "Six Principles of Fairness in
ers, online advertising and Lending": responsibility, juson-campus marketers." By tice, equality, information,
using giveaway items as bait,'- accountability and law-andcard issuers hook students; · -ehlorcement.
the site reports "71 percent of
These principles repreyoung adult cardholders do sent tp.e basic rights of connot pay off their balance in sumers and borrowers that
full each month. College sen- lenders must respect, they,
iors are graduating with an are the "components of fair
average of nearly $4,000 in lending against which all
credit card debt."
.credit practices and products
When consumers fall into must be tested" the AFFIL credit card debt and cannot Web site stated.
pay off their balance monthly,
Some of the partners
they become "revolvers" to AFFIL is cooperating with
the . credit card companies, include ACORN, the Center
Byrnes said. Revolvers are for ·Responsible Lending,
subject to levied interest rates Consumer's Union and Unit.and .to piling fees. · ~
ed for a Fair Economy.
"Most cards are the same
- Allies of the cooperative
in terms of the tricks that they coalition can be found from
use,'' Byrnes said. Common Minnesota to Arkansas and
abuses include interest hikes eastward, with a location in
for late payments, fees of all Orlando.
·shapes and sizes, "Universal
These allies provide help
Default,'' payment allocation in the form of legal service
methods, binding mandato~ organizations, credit counarbitration clauses, and abu- · selors and even - private
sive interest calculation lawyers, according to 'the
~ethods. Many of these abus- AFFIL Web site.
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COURTESY AUDREY HAMOY / THE PARTHENON

UCF's Stephanie Serna, seen here versus Marsh~II on Friday, recorded 8 digs against East Carolina on Sunday.

The UCF Women's Soccer team will begin play in its 13th NCAA tournament on Friday against the Miami Hurricanes.
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ANDREW KENNEDY

BRIAN MURPHY

GETYOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

Contributing Writer
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UCF receives berth intoNCAA tourney again

Knights lose final rOad
game of regular season

Sports Editor

GOOD TO BE HOME

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

The UCF Women's Soccer team was
not as strong this year as in 2007. The
Knights finished with a lesser record and a
lower seeding in the Conference USA
tournament than last season But for the
second consecutive year, all that matters
to the Knights is that they have received a
bid into the NCAA tournament.
When the 64-team field was
announced Monday, the Knights (13:-5_3
overall, 7-2-2 in C-USA) found out that
they will face the Miami Hurricanes in the
first round on Friday. Game time is set for
6:30pm.
"It's defmitely a reliefseeing your school
come up on the bo~d,'' UCF head coach
Amanda Crowmell said in a press release
''You never quite know until you see it, but
we had a good feeling we ~ere getting in
' this year since we had some quality wins
and played w;ell throughout the season"
The Knights have now advanced to the
NCAA tournament for the seventh time in

UCF has a 3-3 record this season against teams that made
into the field of 64. They beat Florida, Illinois and
Memphis, but lost to Florida State, Kansas and Memphis.
Cl

26 YEARS OF HISTORY

The Knights' best finish the NCAA tourney was in 1982,
when they finished as the national runner-up.
(J

WHEN WE LAST MET

UCF will face the Miami Hurricanes in Friday'sfirst round.
The teams battled to a 2-2 tie in their previous meeting,
which took place in Orlando on Sept.19,2007. '

10 seasons under Cromwell's guidance
and for the 13th time in program history.
The Knights fmished this season third
in Conference USA, one year after winning the league's regular season crown.
Last year in the NCAA tournament, the
Knights defeated Auburn 3-1 in the first

•

•

.----,. .•

BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

did take a lot of the blame after
the Knights' blowout loss to
UTEP. He did -t he ~ e after his
team managed just 78 yards of
total offense versus Miami on
Oct. 11, and added in this line: "I
told the players I promise I'll get
'

PLEASESEE

OFFENSIVE ON A9

C:

MIAMI ON A9

.

this right on offense.''
But in the past week, as
O'Leary's team continues to
regress on offense, and as his
rotation in running backs leave
many questions without answers,
O'Leary has put the full focus on
offensive coordinator Trm Salem.
During Tuesday's press conference prior to the Southern
Miss game, O'Leary stressed that
he wanted to play all four of his
running backs during the game,
not just Brynn Harvey. His explanation for why all of his running ·
backs weren't on the field?
"Sometimes Trm (Salem) gets

(}

()

PLEASE SEE

\O'Leary, not players or coordinator, to blame
Accountability is one of those
cliche words in sports. It's not up
there with the likes of "Both
teams ptav·.!d hard" or "Detroit
Lions lo:-e," but it's always
around
Every coacli in every sport
stresses that each of his players
· be accountable. George O'Leary,
a hard-nosed, no-nonsense
coach, has always said that every
player needs to be accountable
for themselves and for the team.
So with his offense - because
it .ts his offense - putting up
yardage numbers as if it were the
1930s, why is O'Leary not practicing what he preaches lately?
Earlier this season, O'Leary

()

SCOUTING THE FIEW

The UCF Volleyball team fell to East The Knights ended their 10-match losing streak in a home·
Carolina on the road Sunday 3-1 (25-17, 31- win against the UTEP Miners on Nov.1. But with its loss
29, 14-25, 25-17) dropping the Knights' on Sunday, UCF will end its regular season with a sixoverall record to 14-15 and to 6-9 in co:i;i- match losing streak on the road.
ference play. .
Junior Erin Campbell led the Knights HISTORY DOESN1 REPEAT
with 16 kills and 12 digs. Sophomore Lau- , On Oct. 5, the Knights came back after losing the first two
ren Rosenthal added 28 assists and four sets to the Pirates to earn a five-set victory. The Knights
service aces while sophomore Janine fell behind after the first two sets Sunday, but many errors
Williams also played well with 11 kills.
and a low hitting percentage prevented the Knights from
Seven attack errors by the Knights stealing another win.
helped East Carolina (13-17 overall, 3-12 in
C-USA) take the first set 25-17. The
Knights had a hitting percentage of only kills in the match.
After a block by sophomore Lauren
-.128 in the opening frame. East Carolina's Erica Banning had four blocked Williams tied the set at 29, a kill and a
shots in the set.
·
block by Banning would clinch the set
The Knights would nearly take the for East Carolina 31-29.1
After taking an 11::$ lead to begin-the
second set after a kill by Janine Williams
and an attack error by Stephanie Turner third set, UCF would win seven of the
of East Carolina gave UCF a 26-25 lead in next 10 points to go up 18-11 before winthe set. But Turner would redeem herself
on the next point with one of her eight
PLEASE SEE HOME ON A9
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At times, UCF head coach George O'Leary has admitted his faults during games this season. But
what has happened recently with the Knights',lack of a running game is all on him. .
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UCF in the NFL

•

Culpepper makes return with Lions
PADRICK BREWER
Editor-in-Chief

From newcomers to old
standards, here is how some
former Knights performed in
the NFL in Week 10:

Daunte Culpepper {Detroit)
It was an up-and-down
game in Culpepper's first start
since Nov. 25, 2007. Although he
only had four days of practice,
the Lions started Culpepper
instead of former secondround pick Drew Stanton.
Culpepper missed on his
first two pass attempts. The
first was an incompletion to
Calvin Johnson.
The second was a completion, but to Rashean Mathis of
Jacksonville.
Culpepper made up for it on
the Lions' third drive, hitting
Johnson deep for a 51.-yard gain.
Culpepper followed that up
by evading the Jaguars' rush on
the next play and tossing it to
the right flat for Kevin Smith,
who scampered for a 27-yard
gain.
Culpepper was taken out of .
the game when . the Lions
reached the Jaguars 3-yard line,
and Stanton finished off the
drive with a touchdown pass.

Kevin Smith (Detroit)

\Ji,
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Smith had his busiest day as
a professional on Sunday, rushing 23 times for a season-best
96 yards and his fifth touchdown of the season. He also
had one catch for 27 yards, his
sixth consecutive game with a
reception.
On Culpepper's scramble
and pass to him, Smith had
tried to sell the play-fake, an,d
was hanging around the line of
scrimmage.
When he saw Culpepper in

trouble, Smith darted out into
the flat and was wide open for
the big gain.
Smith finished the Lions'
scoring with a I-yard touchdown run with 6:02 left in the
game.
Smith took the handofffrom
Stanton and rushed left, getting
to the end zone nearly
untouched before giving the
ball to a fan.

Brandon Marshall {Denver)
Marshall had a good Thursday night during his game versus Cleveland, but one action
led to what must have been an
interesting late Thursday night
and weekend for Marshall
After scoring what would
turn out to be the game-winning touchdown with 1:14 left,
Marshall dropped the ball and
reached into his pants to pull
out a glove.
Teammate and fellow wide
receiver Brandon Stokley
rushed up to Marshall and
urged lii.m to put it away, which
Marshall did
"This was a historical year
for America," Marshall said
after the game on NFL Network. ''When you look at the
44th president, Barack Obama,
he inspired me.... Back in the
'68 Olympics, a couple of our
track stars sat on the podium
and threw up their black panther sign for black power and
liberation.
''But in my own way, I wanted to pay respect to our nation
and the progress we've made,
so I got a white glove and painted it black, half and ha!£"
Marshall also said that Stokley warned him of the potential
for a penalty, so he put the glove
away.
Marshall finished the game
with six catches for 89 yards

PAUL SANCYA / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Quarterback Daunte Culpepper completed 5 of 10 passes in his first NFL action since 2007.

and the touchdown, his fourth
of the season.

Matt Prater {Denver)

Travis Fisher {Detroit Lions)
Fisher looks to be completely back from his injury, as he
racked up four total tackles in
the loss to Jacksonville.
It was his first gan:i.e with
multiple tackles since the Oct. 5
loss to Chicago, a game in
which he recorded five tackles.

Prater did not have the same
controversy surrounding his
night, but he was just as important to the Broncos' victory.
Prater hit two of his three
field goal attempts, the first
bringing Denver within 17-10, Asante Samuel (Philadelphia)
and the second making it 23-13
Samuel had three tackles in
and setting the stage for Den- · the loss to the Giants on Sunver's fourth-quarter come- day night. It was his sixth game
back.
of the season with multiple
Prater also hit all four of his tackles.
point-after attempts.
He is tied for fourth among Atari Bigby {Green Bay)
NFL kickers with 72 points this
In his second game back
season.
from injury, Bigby tied for fifth
on the team with five tackles,
Michael Gaines {Detroit)
all of them of the solo variety.
After a huge game last
It was his second consecuweekend against Chicago - six tive game with five tackles.
catches for 64 yards - Gaines
came back down to earth Mike Walker {Jacksonville)
slightly.
During the week, Walker
Gaines had two catches for was listed as probable against
19 yards against the Jaguars, Detroit, but he was listed as
bringing his season total to 15 inactive just before the game
catches, tied for the second- and did not play.
most of his career.
Walker has not played since

MARK DUNCAN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Denver's Brandon Marshall almost staged a reenactment of the '68 Olympics on Thursday.

his 107-yard outing against
Pittsburgh on Oct. 5, missing
the past four games.

Josh Sitton {Green Bay)
After getting his first start of
the season last weekend
against Tennessee, Sitton came
off the bench against the
Atlanta Falcons.

Alex Haynes {Denver)
Haynes, who played for
UCF from 2001-04, was signed
by the Denver Broncos, several
news outlets reported Monday.
The Broncos placed rookie
running back Ryan Torain on
injured reserve Monday, join-

ing fellow running backs
Michael Pittman and Andre
Hall, who were placed on the
IR.onNov.3.
As of Monday, the Broncos
listed Haynes third on their
depth chart, behind Selvin
Young and P.J. Pope.

Other Knights
Rashad Jeanty had the week
off with Cincinnati's bye, Mike
Merritt remains on Kansas
City's injured reserve, Darcy
Johnson of the New York
Giants did not record any
catches, and offensive tackle
Cornell Green started again for
Oakland

Home finale up next

Offensive play-calling just befuddling

FROM A8

FROM A8 .

ning the set 25-14.
Campbell and Williams
would combine for eight of
the Knights' 14 kills in the set.
Rosenthal had two-of her four
service aces in the set, to go
·along with seven assists.
The Knights had by far
their best hitting percentage
in the third set posting a mark
of 353. UCF's hitting percentage for, the match was a mere
.106, while East Carolina's was
.196.
There woulcl be no comeback in the fotirth set for VJCF
as East Carolina rolled to/ ~ 2517 win behind their highest
hitting percentage of the

>

/

match at .321.
The set was tied 7-7 before
the Pirates went on to win the
next five points. The Knights
would get within three at 16-13,
· but later fell behind by as
many as 10 with the score
reaching 23-13, and they eventually lost the set 25-17.
East Carolina's Hannah
Fenker had eight assists in the
set and would finish with a
match-high 36.
UCF junior Andrea Youngblood had eight digs. Freshman Kathleen Curry led the
Knights with 16 digs.
The Knights will play their .
final regular season game on
Saturday against the Southern
Miss Golden ~agles.

Miami match Friday
FROM A8

round before falling to Florida
on penalty kicks.
The Knights, who are 4-4-1
all-time against the Hurricanes,
would face the winner of the
California/Florida match Sunday if they were to advance.
The Knights defeated the
Gators 1-0 earlier this season in
Gainesville.
"It's a great draw," Cromwell
said in a press release. 'We are
very familiar playing at Florida's field in the postseason.
We've had some success up
there. And we didn't play
Miami this year so that's kind of
fun to play someone new. They

are a quality opponent, and we
know we will have to prepare a
lot this week. We are really
looking forward to Friday."
Obviously, the Knights are
trying to go as far as they can in
this year's tournament, but
after last season's secondround loss, the Knights are
focused on a trip to the Sweet
16round
"It's been a pretty good season," senior Hanna Wtlde said
in a press release. "[To get to
the Sweet 16], we just have to
play a whole 90 minutes,
because there hasn't really
been a game where we have
played the best that we can for
the full 90."

wrapped up so much into
play-calling," O'Leary said "I
have instructed him that I
want different guys in by
series this game. We have to
get those different guys in
there because they have
already played this year. I
don't think it is fair to them to
not play them .... I think the
other kids have legitimate
potential to help us out."
But against the Golden
Eagles, only two running
backs played: Harvey and
Latavius Murray. Murray got
· two spare carries in the contest, and Harvey got just one
carry after the first quarter.
Brandon Davis has a foot
injury, but Ronnie Weaver, the
team's leading rusher for most
of the season? He was used
only as a blocking back.
Apparently what is not fair on
Tuesday is completely fair on
Saturday.
Although the Knights
never trailed by more than
one score for nearly the entire
game, O'Leary's team threw
the ball 33 times while the two
running backs who played
combined for just nine carries.
O'Leary was asked after the
game why his team and his
offense was unable to run the
ball in the second half, to
which he responded: "It's Tim
Salem, whatever he's able to
get done."
True, Salem does call all of
the plays, but O'Leary gets the
final say on every play called
He can allow it or change it.

SARAH ROGERS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Regardless of how the Southern Miss defense lined up on Saturday, the Knights needed
more of Brynn Harvey carrying the ball Saturday, not Rob Calabrese carrying the team.

It's not about what Salem can
get done, it's about what
O'Leary wants to have done.
O'Leary also said that
many running plays were
called, but they were changed
to pass plays at the line of
scrimmage after he saw that
the Golden Eagles were bringing seven and eight defenders
up near the line to stop the

run.
That shouldn't matter. The
Southern Miss Golden Eagles
are not exactly the collegiate
version of the Steel Curtain.
They entered the game with
the nation's 93rd-best run
defense. Force them to stop
you. That's what football is all
about.
Instead, O'Leary got cold
feet about his running backs
just by looking at the Golden
Eagles' defense. He decided to
put the game on the shoulders
of his inconsistent, underde-

veloped and clearly not-readyfor-primetime quarterbacks.
And that's not Salem's fault.
O'Leary and his Knights
gave Harvey five carries on
their first drive. He turned
those into 40 yards as UCF
drove the field for a touchdown.
Obviously repulsed by the
thought that UCF might score
more than one touchdown on
offense in a single game,
O'Leary let quarterback Rob
Calabrese handle the ball on 19
of the next 23 plays, all of
which occ;urred while UCF
was in the lead
After that first drive, Harvey was turned into a non-factor, not by the defense, but by
O'Leary's approved play-calling.
There looked to be no
thought of using the clock to
your advantage or trying to
wear down the defense with

the 220-pound Harvey. Nope,
O'Leary decided that his team
needed to pass the ball, and we
all know how great that's
worked out this year.
Through all of this, we certainly learned one fact on Saturday: Tim Salem has three
more games before he is no
longer UCF's offensive coordi_nator and needs to start updating his resume. Of course,
when he coordinates the
worst offense in the country,
maybe that's something he
can leave off his resume, even
if the failures aren't all of his
doing.
O'Leary deserves as much
fault for this season as anyone.
Instead, he's mentioned how
Salem is too wrapped up in
plays and that he doesn't think
the offense has enough playmakers. If that's the case, then
recruit better.
O'Leary has wasted his
tremendous defense, ruined
his quarterbacks' confidence,
botched the handling of his
four running backs and has
been uncreative in finding
ways to get the ball into the
hands of his best player - Joe
Burnett.
To the administration, I
really hope it was all worth the
$1.1 million he's getting paid
O'Leary has brought this
team to two bowl games, but
in his other three seasons, the
Knights have been atrocious.
As these schizophrenic results
continue to occur, that 10-year
contract O'Leary signed in
2006 continues to look like
highway robbery.

Boost your GPA! We're talking
about your Graduation Plan of
Attack. Do it with 100% Tuition
Assistance, low-cost healthcare,
a supplemental paycheck, a

•

career jump start, and up to a $20,000 bonus for specific
jobs. All this as a member of the Air Force Reserve with no
prior milrtary experience needed.

.
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AFReserve.com/TatkToUs
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Luster for laziness
leaves us lacking
G

lancing around class on a
test day, it's not too
uncommon to see a
classroom that is ordinarily a
ghost town turn into a thriving
metropolis of students filling in
answer sheets with pencils and
certainly little to no knowledge
about in-class lectures. Likewise,
if you're one of the star students
who goes go to class on a regular basis, it is also commonplace
to see lecture halls comfortably
sparse with students spread out
as the professor maybe makes a
joke or two about how he
should start taking attendance.
But attendance isn't everything. How many of your peers
actually complete assigned reading? How many actually do
work that isn't tightly monitored
by professors? Our guess is you
can probably count them on one
hand.
·
So why is it that there seems
to be this slutnp in interest?
It appears that the only suitable answers to this question are
that either pure laziness or overprogramming are to blame;
however, the former seems
more likely.
USA Today reported, in collaboration with the National
Survey of Student Engagement
this week, that nearly one in
every five college seniors and 25
percent of freshman admit they
frequently attend classes without completing assigned readings. Shockingly, the piece also
asserted that a lot of those slackers interviewed in the national

survey still got As. The survey
included 772 four-year universities and 380,000 freshmen and
seniors, which seems like a good
amount to draw conclusions
from.
The report also concluded
that the average student spends
3.5 hours preparing for a class a
week,·which, it stated, is only
half of what most professors
expect.
So as researchers spend
ghastly amounts of time studying us, how much studying are
we actually doing? Perhaps it's a
generation gap, but it seems like
the expectations of college curriculum are slowly changing in
favor of these infamous lazybones. When doing homework
offers no consequences or
rewards, why do it, right?
As much as some classwork
seems pointless, it's pathetic that
so many students who pay good
money to be here aren't even
bothering with it. Why even go
to college if you're not going to
take it seriously? You're not only
insulting your professors you're insulting yoursel£
With that being said, it's also
a possibility that students just
can't balance their workload.
While some teachers just assign
readings, others assign work
that occupies massive amounts
of a student's free time. Sometimes, when it comes down to it,
some of us simply have to sacrifice one thing for another. Better
to finish that project than do
that ungraded homework

assignment.
However, with a substantial
amount of students simply
slacking off for the heck of it, it
allows more and more of us to
get away with doing it as well. If
the majority of a class hasn't
read, the professor can only do
so much. At that point, he or she
is going to have to introduce
some stakes. Maybe quiz on
readings. Maybe collect homework. But why? Because we
don't care enough to learn that
teachers are having to force us
to. You will learn, dang it, and
you will like it!
But again, why do we even
bother with schopl if we aren't
interested in doing the work?
Getting a degree is nice and all,
but it's the knowledge you gain
from college that really means
something. You aren't paying for
a piece of paper, you're paying
for the expansion of your intellect.
When we get out in the real
world, this laziness will probably backfire. Maybe it won't but
it's likely something in an
_
assigned reading or homework
assignment probably could have
helped in your day-to-day
understanding of the world
around you. It seems like when
we're shrugging off class, we
aren't hurting anyone but ourselves. Perhaps putting off classwork is just some rare form of
masochism we do unknowingly
to ourselves; delighting in the ·
present, only to hurt ourselves
in the end.
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New business: The
anti-stupidity act

C

Well, it's official. Mark Jan.
pick a president without our
20 on your calendars and
say, then, yes, it would be a
good idea to get out of the
adjust your word processor's
country as fast as you can, but
spell checker, because Barack
something like that hasn't
Obama was just elected to be
the 44th president of the
happened sine~ 2000. This
United States of America.
year, the machine of American democracy was up and
Unless you've spent your
running and proof of that is
entire life in an underground
the landslide deficit between
bomb shelter and you managed to pick this up on your
electoral college votes for
BEN BADIO
Coniributing Writer
first trip out, chances are you
Obama and those for McCain.
That said, if you have a probalready knew this.
lem with Obama winning, then you
Around 11 p.m., Obama became the
projected winner of the election. By ·
have a problem with democracy, and if
you have a problem with democracy
midnight, millions of young constituents had already voiced their own then you should leave. Just remember
opinion through their Facebook status- that Canada is cold, that England is
es. During that midnight hour, I had
running out of room and that in almost
the pleasure of watching my friends
any other country you'll have to learn
read outrageous anti-Obama status
a new language to survive.
changes from off their iPhones, and I
Article II of the Anti-Stupidity/Prowas immediately inspired to do my
Democracy Act of 2009 would call for
own bit of Facebook status analysis.
the immediate arrest of any and all citiAfter reading through hundreds of
zens concerned about Obama being .
accusations of voter fraud, fears of
assassinated. If you honestly fear or "'assassination attempts and lackluster
expect that such a tragic event would
racist jokes, I came to this conclusion:
happen, then you should consider
America's youth doesn't understand or yourself part of the problem. Your worries and what-if scenarios are just proappreciate democracy. So, in order to
combat that theory, I've conceived
viding potential murderers with hope
what I think should be the first act
of success. Thanks to those of you who
passed into law by the Obama Adminhave no faith in the Secret Service, posistration: The Anti-Stupidity/Prosible political assassins are thinking '~t
Democracy Act of 2009.
least they'll see it coming."
The first order of business in the
My legislative masterpiece would
act would be to handle those citizens
not be complete without a section
who once claimed that if Obama won
devoted to humor in poor taste. A
the election, then they would leave the hefty fine will be levied to anyone who
country. Provisions in my legislation
makes a joke connecting Barack
would require the federal government
Obama to a played-out, unfunny black
to supply a one-way ticket out of the
stereotype. This includes, but is not
country to anyone who wants to leave. limited to, remarks about fried chickAmerica's system of representative
en, Kool-Aid, break dancing, fear of
democracy allows the people of Amer- water, crime, drug use, penis size and
ica to decide who fills the role of pres- athletic superiority. Stereotype jokes,
ident. As an American citizen, you
no matter how you use them, have,
should be somewhat content with
always been said before and therefore
whoever wins simply because the
are not funny. Of course, a clause will
American people made the choice. If
be written that will allow for positive,
somehow democracy weren't upheld,
complimentary remarks about
and the Fed decided to basically hand- Michelle Obama's goddess-like body.
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The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
· letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com orfax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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Affirmative action
has run its course
A

• •
•
• •
•
I

ffirmative action is obsolete.
Since the beginnings
of this country there have been ·
several heinous acts of human
indifference that today would be
labeled nothing less than ethnic
cleansing.
When English settlers first
colonized in North America,
they slowly wiped out an entire
race of Native American inhabitants and reduced their population to near-extinction. .
The settlers had become
accustomed to free labor, but
after the Native American population was all but gone from the
spread of foreign diseases, they ·
went looking for another source
of human exploitation.
This led them to expand
efforts in Africa, where for three
centuries the North American
slave trade flourished. Sadly, it
was the blood, sweat and tears
of those people that fueled
American industry and built the
base for the strong country we
now freely enjoy.
It's hard to conceive what
could have possibly been going
through the minds of those settlers that made them think that
enslaving another human being
was acceptable.
For every egregious act that
our ancestors may have committed, there has always been a
remedy - a corrective measure
that says 'We're sorry, and this
will never happen again."
Yet if history teaches us anything, it's that we never seem to
learn from our own mistakes.
One major tool used to rectify past injustices is affirmative
action.
This is a broad policy that
doesn't necessarily redress a
particular instance of inhumane
treatment like the government
issued payoffs to those victims

of World War II Japanese
segregation and separation hisinternment camps.
torically rooted in our national
Rather, affirmative action
life can be broken by diversity
provides preferential treatment
experiences in higher educato minorities in certain situation."
tions where race may have once
The U.S. Supreme Court has
been deemed a factor in the
said that affirmative action is
past.
not unconstitutional in and of
In circumstances such as
itself, but that putting a quota
employment applications and
system in place like the Univercollege admissions, race or ethsity of Michigan did would be
nic background is taken into
stretching the policy's original
account when determining an
intention.
applicant's viability for the covWe must agree with Ward
eted position. The question we
Connerly of the American Civil
have to ask ourselves is: Does
Rights Institute, who argues that
this really repair hundreds of
the policy has run its course and
years of inhumane treatment?
is now obsolete because so
To be fair, we don't necessari- much time has passed.
ly have a definitive resolution,
Connerly has worked tirebut the one thing we do know is lessly to get laws passed in indithat affirmative action only pun- vidual states that would outlaw
ishes those who were not at
affrrniative action.
fault to begin with. It also presColorado was the most
ents an unfair advantage to
rece:qt state to put the measure
those who were not directly
on the ballot, but it was defeated
affected.
last Tuesday by a razor-thin
Proponents for affirmative
margin.
action say the, effects of slavery
In 2007, President-elect
have never fully worn off and
Barack Obama said, "If we have
still undermine the equality of
done what needs to be done to
all citizens.
·ensure that kids who are qualiUntil 2003, many universities, fied to go to college can afford
such as the University of Michi- it, then affirmative action
becomes a diminishing tool for
gan, had a diversity quota to
reach, which would ensure that
us to achieve racial equality in
the student body was evenly
this society."
balanced
We couldn't agree more with
Patricia Gurin, a professor at
that statement.·
the University of Michigan,
Instead of just giving preferargued in 1999, ·~ racially and
ential treatment to a certain
ethnically diverse university stu- group of people, we must
dent body has far-ranging and
ensure that the opportunities for
significant benefits for all stuhigher education and job placedents, non-minorities and
ment are equal among all races.
minorities alike. Students learn
Affirmative action is only an
better in a diverse educational
ineffective bandage that tries to
environment, and they are betheal the past injustices.that this
ter prepared to become active
country has exhibited.
participants in our pluralistic,
It's time to fix the real probdemocratic society once they
lem and present a better case
leave such a setting.
for improving equal access
"In fact, patterns of racial
among all American citizens.

Republicans deserve
respect despite election
Wow. Wow. I am shocked after having just read Monday's editorial about
the Republican partying needing "major
rehab." While, as a Republican, I do
agree that the party now needs to take a
step back and find a uniting factor, I find
it a bit harsh to accuse the GOP of
falling from its "progressive" ways. Just
because a party doesn't come up with a
new pet project every five years or so
does not mean that it has suddenly
become obsolete. People who fight for
banning abortion are fighting for the
rights of everyone, not just the rights of
women who become carelessly pregnant.
As far as Democrats only being the
ones who are fighting for things that
"actually matter to the overall well-being
of the country,1' I strongly believe that is
a huge matter of opinion, and to make a
general, sweeping statement like that
belittles everything everyone in the
Republican Party believes in. Republicans believe in the strength and truth of
their convictions jU:st as strongly as
Democrats do, and to adopt the "stance,"
as a newspaper, that Republican ideals
are worthless, simply because you don't
agree with them, is an insult to all of the
men and women who worked so hard
this past election cycle to get John
McCain elected president. Some of us
didn't agree with him on everything, but
we could accept that, because we knew
we were fighting for something larger
than just our own self-interest.
Now that's progressive.
- EILEEN HERBERT

Football team and
shuttle system a shame
As you reported, "The UCF Football
team lowered its totals as the nation's
worst offense Saturday night against
Southern Miss in yet another poor performance with the ball that left the
Knights with a 17-6 loss in its Homecoming game."
Someone's head should roll after disgracing UCF with the distinction of
being the worst offensive football team
in America Years ago, ESPN would
report ''UCF loses again" as if it was a
running joke, but have we come far
from that with this offense? Like the
recent election, it's time for a major
change in the UCF Football program.

Also, SGA will expand shuttle program while students who take classes at
the Rosen School are forced to endure a
sporadic bus schedule, which has gaps
of more than an hour between buses.
Please address the deplorable bus transportation situation between UCF and
Rosen campus.
-BOB CROUCH

l)

Housekeepers are
being wronged at UCF
During Obama's campaign, there was
a lot of talk about workers struggling to
get by, and I've noticed the.words hit ,
close to home. I really appreciate the
hard work of the housekeepers who
clean the dorms and classrooms and
work in the library while we study at
night. I always knew they don't make a
lot of money and are overworked, but in
talking to housekeepers I found out that
in the past couple years, so many workers have been laid off due to budget cuts
that those who remain have seen their
work nearly doubled. Housekeepers
who used to clean 11 or 12 dorm rooms
each day are now expected to clean 18
to 21 rooms, for the same $9.50 per hour.
It seems like workers are scared that if
they say anything, they'll be rewarded
with more work or "let go."
This is outrageous in itself, but
according the Living Wage Calculator, a
worker supporting one child and living
in Orlando needs to make $14.98 per
hour or $31,159 a year just to pay the bills
for basic necessities. A UCF housekeeper makes $19,760 a year.
·
UCF President Hitt makes $450,000,
and in 2006 his compensation package
including house, car, and other bonuses
came to $907,929, according to the St.
Petersburg Ti.mes. That's 45 times as
much as a housekeeper makes. I know
his salary doesn't come out of the same
state budget, but is it safe to say that
President Hitt scores an "F" when it
comes to looking out for others in the
UCF "community''?
I don't understand how the school is
always saying that ''UCF Stands for
Opportunity'' but completely ignores
the housekeepers and maintenance
workers. It seems like the only opportunity UCF offers them is long hours and
wages that literally don't even cover the
bills. I think we students should say
"Thank you" to workers and let our
administration know that they need to
come up with a raise for the working
poor who are working for all of us.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

•

Online 24 hrs/day:

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

•

•

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX, Discover, Cash, Check

•

mo
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experienqe
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
PIT Doggy Daycare associate
posistions avail. Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net'** email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net

•
•

•
•

•

ROOM FOR RENT $500 ALL
UTILITIES INCLUDED. FEMALES
ONLY. SMALL DOGS ALLOWED.
PLEASE CALL 407 929 6016.

Need a Loan? Tired of hearing NO
from the bank? 1-877-716-1387
We can help you!
www.attwellfinancialcompany.com

Room for rent.. Corner of Dean and
University .
$375 a month utilities included
Call Lee 407 459 0012

200

Wanted: Web Designer-HTML requiredJava, Flash a plus - to work full time on
site in St. Cloud. Email portfolio to
don@cars12.com or call 407-346-1663

4/3/2 Townhouse in Avalon Park
$1300/mo incl. cable, access to pool,
tennis and basektball court.
Available ASAP 407-557-2382

Bartenders Needed Now
PT/FT No experience necessary.
321-274-1101
Florida Bartenders Association/Agency

2 Bd/ 2.5 Ba Townhome with attached
garage for $700/month. Across the
street from UCF. Income restrictions
apply. Move in Special with mention of
this ad. Call 407-324-7773.

•
"'

Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds

Avalon Park Upstairs Studio.
Furnished or not $550/Month includes,
electric, water.cable & internet. No
Pets.
Call 407-375-4642
1 bdrm apt. for rent with male
roommate. Pegasus Pointe, must be
student. $575/mo. incl. all util. & cable.
Lease take over- will pay fees.
Hank or Stephanie Hays 727-415-6541

house with Pool, scrned in prch, W/D
fully furnished, no lease required, near
UCF and VCC $359/mo 321-652-8283

Female roommate needed
for 3/2.5 home on lake 10 min from
UCF. Upstairs bedroom and
private bath plus bonus room
$600/month Incl. utilities. No pets
please. Must love dogs. Please
call Carlee at 321-749-0507 oremail CarleeDlck@gmall.com

•

Room for rent in Avalon Park

•

3000 sq ft home. $550/mo util incl.
Internet, every cable channel, gym, 3
car garage.Call Fred 850-291-3183

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700

---

www.workforstudents.co m

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Tune
Help Wanted: Full-Tune
BuslnessOpportunlties
ForRent:Homes
For R e n t : ~

C
C
C

250 Roommates

A

350 forSale:General
375 for Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Announ<ements
600 Travel'
700 Woiship

275 SUblease
300 For Sale: Homes

A

800 MisceBaneous

B

B

900 Wanted •

B

B
B

B

Royal suite in new 3/3.5 townhome.
Spacious room w/ walk-in closet, bath,
garden tub and separate shower.
Garage incl. Beautiful secluded pool
cabana. We are two clean and fun
students. Come to meet us 407-3409887. Ladies only. $550/month

Rate A

~

$9
$6

$J.9

First issue:
Each addl issue:

A

A
B
A
.B
B

$J.3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

suldolku

1
1 7

5 6

5

MUST SEE!!!

•
•

100
125
150
175
200
22S

RATES

~
325 for Sale: Automotive B

Home. *Medical, *Business,
*Paralegal, •computers ·criminal
Justice. Job placement assistance.
Computer provided. Financial Aid if
qualified. Call (866)858-2121
www.onlinelidewaterTech.com.

3/2/2 UCF AREA HOME FOR RENT
Avail. 12/5/08
$1300/month incl. w/d and lawn care.
Call 561-602-5042
http://www. aka2005.com/stonemeadowhouse.htm
2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$825/mo 407-416-8369

~

ROOMMATES

GOLOENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join .
CIiek on Surveys.

VaxDesign Corp. PT office opportunity
in Research Parkway for self-motivated
accounting student. Responsibilities
inc. inventory control & variety of other
general acct. tasks. To submit resume
or for info regarding position please
contact Jessica Bates
jbates@vaxdesign.com

Part-time nanny needed M,T,H,F
4 :00-7:00, Wed 3 :00-7:00. Must be
good with teens and willing to
transprt kids to activities, help with
homework, and walk dog.Background check will be performed.
Please send resume to
danab@pda-cpa.com

.

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

•

•

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
yvith no repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

1

3 4
2

© Puzzles by Pappocom

6 7

Wednefday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD

Rooms For Rent (Females Only)
Individual Lease $485/month
Including utilities, cable, internet,
washer and dryer.
Available Immediately.
Contact (352) 267-9144

fm

ACROSS
1 Phil or Chris of
the NFL
6 Male swans
10 Knockoff
14 Disney's
mermaid
15 Humdinger
16 African river
17 Paris subway
18 Part of U.A.E.
19 Bath's river
20 Star part
22 Old weapons
24 Select for duty
27 Eagle's nest
28 Gets back
together
30 "Sunday, _
Sunday•
34 Make a blunder
35 Scottish loch
36 Evening party
37 W. mil. alliance
39 Shakespearean
contraction
41 Succotash bean
42 Geronimo's tribe
45 Heavy imbibers
48 Singer's
engagement
49 Church
bell ringer
50 Hare's rival
52 Actors Robert
and son Alan
54 Breadwinner
55 Hybrid fruit
58 Old VHS rival
59 "Typee• sequel
60 Therefore
62 Pronounce
66 Signage light
67 Knockforaloop
68 Rambunctious
69 Motels'
predecessors
70 Rational
71 Expunge

SUBLEASE

Great Sublease Near UCF
1bed/1bath
$790/month + utilities
Available Dec. 1st
Call 717-332-5629
Sublease needed for a 1/1 in a 3/3 apt
in Tivoli. Shuttle to UCF, private
bathroom, walk in closet, w/d, pool and
2 fun female roommates! Available mid
Dec. Call Grace @ 239-398-3866

~ FOR SALE:
~ Homes

$189,000 2441 woods edge er
1527sqft 4/2/2 VERY Well maintained,
4miles to UCF, fenced yard tiled
bathrooms & garage call 609-610-6710
ALTERNATIVE HOUSING--Condos
from the $90's. Close to campus. 2
bedrooms, 2 baths, perfect roomate
set up. Pool, tennis, basketball,
etc. Call Richard 407-808-7987
RE/MAX 200 Realty
3/2 Home FORECLOSURE!
Only $22,000! This home won't last!
For Listings 800-366-9783 x 8904

EDUCATION MAJORS
You need liability insurance when
you intern. Join the NEA Student
Program and the Student Florida
Education Association at UCF. Be
part of the Professional Student
Organization for and about you!
Go to www.nea.org/student-program
to learn more. Or email our UCF
President, Monica Brock at
mbrock@knights.ucf.edu

DOWN
1 Sleuth Spade
2 Fury
3 Cambridge, MA,
sch.
4 Camelot
magician
5 _ fizz
6 Dressed (In)

11/12/08

2008 Trlbuna Media Sefvicos, Jnc.
AJI nvt,ts resarvad.

@

7 Lord's Prayer
starter
8 Point a finger at
9 C ity neighbors
1O Fraudulent elixir
11 In real time
12 Scads
13 Cravings '
21 Feed the kitty
23 Missile storage
24 Sports venues
25 Mexican wrap
26 Additional levy
27 Lends a hand
29 Approx.
31 Beginning
32 Death
33 "The Right Stuff"
role
38 Stop signs, e.g.
40 Jack of "Barney
Miller"
43 Target on the
green
44 Interminable
46 Branching
diagram
47 Upright height

51 Demosthenes or
Cicero, e.g.
Blood channe l
Singer Braxton
Grace finale
12:00
Marrow holder

53
55
56
57
58

6 1 Luger, e.g.
63 H. Hughes'
airline
64 Newspaper
honchos, briefly
65 Type of
whiskey

Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds
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The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968
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Rece ive FREE, r e al-time scores and alert:s on your cell phone from the Central
Future. Just: text a keyword, like UCFHOOPS. to 44636. For a list of
othe r info yo u can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the kno w while on the go!
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Apply on line ,by
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December 1, 2008
to one of our many niastetJys
or certificate progranis.
Spring Classes Start.
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JAN 2009

Apply Now!
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UCF
COLLEGE OF
GRADUATE STUDIES .
)

J

)

IN DECIDING WHICH LAW SCHOOL TO ATTEND,

•
•
Quinnipiac University School of Law ranks among the top 100 law schools in such categories as
full-time student LSATscores (median-159); admission acceptance rates; student/faculty ratio (11:1);
and employment rates after graduation. Not to mention, we offer merit scholarships ranging from

>

$3,000 to full tuition. Before you decide -w hich school to attend, make sure you review the facts. To
learn more, visit law.quinnipiac.edu, email ladm@quinnipia~.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.
)

•
•

•

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

LAW.QUINNIPIAC.EDU

I HAMDEN, CONNECTICUT
>

